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1

GERALD SCARFE

“CHURCHILL’S FINEST HOUR”

585 by 805mm. (on two sheets), pen, ink and watercolour 
drawing, captioned “Churchill’s Finest Hour”, unsigned, 
mounted, framed and glazed, slightly cockled

Published in Heroes & Villains, p. 55

EXHIBITED

National Portrait Gallery, “Heroes & Villains”, 30 September 
2003 – 4 April 2004; Millennium Galleries, Sheffield, “Heroes 
& Villains”, 14 May – 21 August 2005

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

1

When Sotheby’s approached me to make this large one-man 
auction I had reservations. Although I have occasionally sold 
private commissions, in general I have retained my original 
drawings, and, apart from exhibitions, they have remained 
unseen after publication. A sale of this size made me shrink 
away: to me these are not only drawings, they are memories, 
and mark particular moments in my life. So I was reluctant, 
but I was gradually coaxed and persuaded. Gradually we built 
up a representative selection, and so here we are: a cross-
section of my work for newspapers, magazines, animation, 
opera, ballet, theatre, Disney’s Hercules, Yes Minister, The New 
Yorker and Pink Floyd The Wall, bringing us right up to date 
with Mr Trump (very good material for my work by the way, if 
not for everybody).

I have always drawn, ever since I could hold a pencil. As a 
young child I was a chronic asthmatic and spent long periods 
bedridden either at home or in hospital and I drew. Drawing 
became my way of communicating. It became my way of exor-
cising my fears, and that still applies today.

When I start to caricature someone I exaggerate their 
features or I may imagine them a something else entirely, a 
rhinoceros, or a vacuum cleaner. What I’m trying to do is sim-
ply bring out their essential characteristics.  I find a particular 
delight in taking the caricature as far as I can.  It satisfies me 
to stretch the human frame about and recreate it and yet keep 
a likeness.  There comes a point in that stretching process 
where, like a piece of stretched chewing gum, it breaks and 
the likeness is lost.

I feel it’s the duty of an artist to re-interpret the world 
and to freshen our stale vision, making us see what we hadn’t 
realised was there, and, in this attempt at changing the way 
we see things many artists use distortion. Caricature has a 
noble history, stretching back to Hogarth, Rowlandson and 
Gilray and it’s almost impossible to say where caricature ends 
and ‘fine art’ begins. The borders are blurred. Both Daumier 
and Hogarth straddled these borders, and the comic art of 
Lichtenstein and Jeff Koons, for example, has transferred suc-
cessfully to the gallery, and my great hero, Picasso, certainly 
used distortion.

I have been lucky enough to be able to expand my career 
beyond my work as a political cartoonist. Working as an artist 
is a lonely pursuit, and it’s wonderful to be able to collaborate 
with other creative people. Over the years I have designed sets 

and costumes for operas, ballet, fringe and West End theatre 
– and movies. 

Many opportunities have arisen by serendipity. For 
instance, I happened to be in the same box as Sir Peter Hall 
at a concert in the Albert Hall many years ago, and that led 
on to him inviting me to work on a musical, two West End 
farces and a production of The Magic Flute for Los Angeles 
opera. Similarly, John Musker and Ron Clements, producers 
for Walt Disney, followed my work when they were students in 
Chicago. Many years later, they contacted me and asked me 
if I would be production designer on Hercules. As I’d been a 
devoted fan since seeing Pinocchio as a boy, this job was par-
ticularly special and I had a great time on the movie, design-
ing all the sets and characters and working directly with the 
brilliant Disney animators.

When members of Pink Floyd saw a BBC TV film I had 
made called Long Drawn Out Trip – reportedly saying “We’ve 
got to work with this guy, he’s fucking mad” – they invited 
me to work with them on some of their projects, which led to 
our long collaboration on their stage shows, album and sub-
sequent film of The Wall, during which I lived the rock and roll 
life of helicopters and limos with black windows.  The group 
became good friends, and recently I’ve been working with 
Roger Waters on his new worldwide tour. 

My drawings are of course very personal acts made in 
the privacy of my own home, but when they leave my hands 
they escape into hundreds of thousands of copies and may 
be seen by millions of people.  I don’t think about that when I 
make the drawing – it’s just between my imagination and that 
piece of paper – but if a drawing is particularly ferocious or 
overtly sexual and someone looks at it in my presence I have 
to admit to sometimes feeling shy; I feel so personally about 
it it’s almost like undressing in public.  My political drawings 
are often protests, and in showing my dislike I have to draw 
the dislikeable. To horrify people about the waste of war I 
must make a horrific drawing of war, and when I come to draw 
people, their bodies become vehicles for their emotions – 
greed, lust, cruelty.

So, here is a selection of my work, from David Beckham 
to Oscar Wilde and from Trump to Churchill, including some 
drawings that have never been seen: either because they were 
too strong for publication - or because they were about some-
thing I just had to get off my chest.
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GERALD SCARFE

“HYDRA”

565 by 800mm. (on 593 by 840mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “Hydra Disney’s Hercules”, 
signed lower right, framed and glazed, crease at centre

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

68

GERALD SCARFE

PHIL

730 by 540mm. (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink, and 
watercolour drawing, signed lower left, framed and glazed, 
minor corrections in gouache 

Reproduced in Drawing Blood on p. 275

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

64

65
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64

GERALD SCARFE

“YOU LOOKING FOR TROUBLE ARSEHOLE?”

460 by 475mm. (on 555 by 595mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “You Looking for Trouble 
Arsehole” and signed lower left, framed and glazed, minor 
corrections in gouache

Reproduced in Drawing Blood on p. 338 where the drawing is 
dated from 2004

# £ 2,500-3,000   € 2,950-3,550   

65

GERALD SCARFE

360 by 465mm. (on 503 by 500mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “The Simpleton Who Controls 
Your Future” and signed lower right, framed and glazed, minor 
corrections in gouache

Reproduced in Monsters on p. 245 with the note that “When 
I first came to draw Bush I was struck by the closeness of 
his eyes. They had a distinctive simian look, which led to 
many drawings of him swinging and gambolling around as a 
dumb monkey. People have complained that this is unfair to 
monkeys.”

# £ 2,000-3,000   € 2,400-3,550   

66

GERALD SCARFE

“POLL TAX AND FUEL TAX”

830 by 580mm., pen, ink and watercolour drawing, captioned 
“Poll Tax” with “Fuel Tax 2000” and signed upper right, 

mounted, framed and glazed, minor corrections in gouache

From the artist’s private collection

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

“THE SIMPLETON WHO CONTROLS YOUR FUTURE”
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GERALD SCARFE

“HADES”

745 by 593mm. (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “Hades Disney’s Hercules” 
and signed lower left, framed and glazed, drawing assembled 
from three sections with adhesive tape on reverse

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

73

GERALD SCARFE

MEG AND HADES

605 by 590mm. (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, unsigned, framed and glazed, minor 
corrections in gouache, drawing assembled from three sections 
with adhesive tape on reverse  

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

69 70

69

GERALD SCARFE

“PEGASUS ENTERS THE TEMPLE OF ZEUS”

780 by 516mm., pencil and watercolour drawing on grey 
paper, captioned “Disneys Hercules” with “Pegasus enters the 
Temple of Zeus” and signed lower right, framed and glazed

An early concept drawing.

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

70

GERALD SCARFE

“ZEUS LIT BY ETHEREAL SHAFTS OF LIGHT”

779 by 516mm., pencil drawing on black paper, captioned 
“Disneys Hercules” with “Zeus Lit by Ethereal Shafts of Light” 

and “The Temple of Zeus” and signed lower right, framed and 
glazed

An early concept drawing

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

71

GERALD SCARFE

“HERCULES”

670 by 560mm. (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “Hercules” with “Disneys 
Hercules” and signed lower right, framed and glazed, minor 
corrections in gouache, some minor creases

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

71

72

73
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GERALD SCARFE

“MEDUSA”

505 by 450mm. (on 593 by 550mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “Medusa Disney’s Hercules” 
and signed lower right, framed and glazed

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

78

GERALD SCARFE

“PHIL”

405 by 310mm. (on 555 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “Phil Disney’s Hercules” and 
signed lower right, framed and glazed, some minor abrasions 
on reverse   

# £ 2,000-3,000   € 2,400-3,550   
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74

GERALD SCARFE

“HYDRA”

787 by 520mm., (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pastel and  
watercolour on black paper, captioned “Hydra Walt Disney’s  
Hercules” and signed lower right, framed and glazed

Lots 67, 74 and 75 were all suggested designs for the Hydra.  
The monster was the first CGI character within the Disney studios.

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

75

GERALD SCARFE

“THE HYDRA”

770 by 593mm. (on 840 by 593mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour drawing, captioned “The Hydra Disney’s 
Hercules” and signed lower right, framed and glazed, 
corrections in gouache

# £ 4,000-6,000   € 4,750-7,100   

76

GERALD SCARFE

PAIN AND PANIC

720 by 540mm. (on 840 by 590mm. sheet), pen, ink and 
watercolour, signed lower right, framed and glazed

# £ 3,000-5,000   € 3,550-5,900   

76 77
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